
OFFICIAL 2021 CANDIDATE REPORT CARD RUBRIC

Save the Dells has chosen to focus on four election issues categories for the 2021 election:

● Transparency & Integrity
● Water
● Support for Save the Dells’ Position
● Growth & Sprawl

Below you will find short statements from Save the Dells detailing how each candidate’s stance aligns
with our position on the above issues, which in turn informs the “Report Card” grades.

These conclusions were drawn from a comprehensive study of primary and secondary sources, including
candidate forum responses, personal statements, campaign materials, media coverage, and past voting
or citizen comment record.

I. TRANSPARENCY & INTEGRITY

SAVE THE DELLS POSITION
We want local leaders who

1. see themselves as public servants representing the citizens of Prescott,
2. value and incorporate public input in decision making,
3. maintain transparency in this process, and
4. commit to making choices in the interest of public good, free of influence from conflicting or

special interests.



MAYORAL CANDIDATES

GREG MENGARELLI
Our Assessment: Greg Mengarelli feels that it is hard to draw a line between whose support to accept.
He feels it is not "up to us to cancel anybody." Mengarelli states that his own set of ethics and morals
drives his decision-making regardless of who is giving him money. He feels that his weekly Facebook live
videos demonstrate his transparency and desire to keep the public informed. We did not find evidence in
any published statements of a strong stance on transparency in meetings or public input.

Report Card Rating: Candidate stance lacks sufficient detail or is weakened by a mixed track record.

PHIL GOODE
Our Assessment: Phil Goode values public input in the decision-making process and would restore the
"call to public" as well as eliminate the "light" system installed by Mengarelli. He feels it is important for
the public to be able to trust that the city's decisions related to growth and development are considered
solely on merit alone and that policy decisions are not taking place behind closed doors. He does not
accept campaign contributions from developers.

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a specific stance that strongly aligns with Save the Dells positions and
priorities.

COUNCIL CANDIDATES

STEVE BLAIR
Our Assessment: Steve Blair considers developers to be his friends, and says he has "no idea" who has
contributed to his campaign. He also received national attention and was fired from his radio show for
racist and intolerant statements made about a local school mural. We found no evidence in published
statements of clear stances on public participation and transparency.

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a strong, specific stance that DOES NOT align with our position and
priorities.

ERIC MOORE
Our Assessment: Moore believes that listening to public input and differing opinions is important and
should be encouraged. He feels that Prescott utilizes executive sessions far more frequently than
considered normal and would like to increase transparency with more public meetings. He will not
accept campaign contributions from developers and believes this is important to dispel any perception
of bias being beholden to special interest groups.

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a specific stance that strongly aligns with Save the Dells positions and
priorities.

JIM LAMERSON
Our Assessment: Jim Lamerson feels that if someone wants to support his campaign, he is not going to
tell them no. He believes those who campaign can take money from whomever they choose. We found
no evidence in published statements of clear stances on public participation or transparency.

Report Card Rating: Candidate stance lacks sufficient detail or is weakened by a mixed track record.



GRANT QUEZADA
Our Assessment: Grant Quezada feels it isn't easy to say if it is good or bad to accept campaign
contributions from developers but would accept them himself. He thinks the city should work toward
common goals in a way that maintains the heritage and reflects "the heart" of the community. We found
no evidence in published statements of clear stances on public participation and transparency.

Report Card Rating: Candidate stance lacks sufficient detail or is weakened by a mixed track record.

JESSICA HALL
Our Assessment: Jessica Hall feels that elected officials should serve the people and plans to be a public
servant with open-door policy. Her real estate connections in the area are "the most ethical men" she
knows. However, Jessica promises that any donations from these people will not impact her decision
making, and she would recuse herself from any conflicts of interest. We found no evidence in published
statements of clear stances on public participation and transparency.

Report Card Rating: Candidate stance lacks sufficient detail or is weakened by a mixed track record.

BRANDON MONTOYA
Our Assessment: Brandon Montoya values public input and supports reinstating the "Call to the Public"
at meetings. He sees serving on council as an opportunity for servant leadership and giving back to the
community that raised him. Fiduciary responsibility is paramount to the job for Brandon; he will not
accept any campaign contributions from developers to avoid potential conflicts of interest altogether.

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a specific stance that strongly aligns with Save the Dells positions and
priorities.

II. WATER

SAVE THE DELLS POSITION

Water is critical to our future and is one of our highest priorities. We want city leadership who

1. is dedicated to a conservative, science-based management of our water supply and preservation
of the flow of the Verde River,

2. recognizes and works with local experts like the Citizens Water Advocacy Group (CWAG),
3. accepts that we do have a problem/crisis with our failure to reach safe yield and the significantly

increasing overdraft of our aquifers,
4. understands the importance of regional cooperation and commits to making this happen on a

local level, rather than defer to the State for a solution, and
5. recognizes that increasing population, increasing temperatures, and drought (as stated by the

city staff) are significantly contributing to the overdraft of our aquifers and must inform our
planning and decision making on future growth.



MAYORAL CANDIDATES

GREG MENGARELLI

Our Assessment: Greg Mengarelli does not discuss regional cooperation in his published statements. We
read nothing about a comprehensive water management plan with stated benchmarks or goals. His
strategy centers on water conservation and states Prescott uses 13% less water now than in 2005. He
thinks that providing water outside the city limits, “if used judiciously,” is an excellent policy. Mengarelli
made a promise at the CWAG candidate forum during the last election that he would convene a regional
water summit. It never happened.

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a strong, specific stance that DOES NOT align with our position and
priorities.

PHIL GOODE
Our Assessment: Phil Goode is a committed supporter of Citizens Water Advocacy Group (CWAG). He
wants to restrict or deny water allocations outside city limits, implement higher tiered water rates, and
develop a benchmarked 10-year water conservation plan in order to reach safe yield. He thinks that
reducing the acre feet of water allocated to each new home promotes higher density and rapid
development.

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a specific stance that strongly aligns with Save the Dells positions and
priorities.

COUNCIL CANDIDATES

STEVE BLAIR
Our Assessment: Steve Blair thinks the City can’t draw a line in the sand to exclude neighboring
properties from receiving water. He believes this water should be provided to avoid private wells instead.
He says we are not “out-stripping our water supply.”

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a strong, specific stance that DOES NOT align with our position and
priorities.

ERIC MOORE
Our Assessment: Eric Moore does not support supplying water outside city limits. He says it doesn’t
matter what our water portfolio looks like on paper if residents cannot be supplied with water or if the
Verde River is jeopardized. He doesn't think developers can ensure a 100-year water supply.  He thinks
that we need to work in harmony with the natural world and acknowledge the reality of climate change.
He thinks residents have been encouraged to conserve water only to see our council approve
developments wanting access to city water.

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a specific stance that strongly aligns with Save the Dells positions and
priorities.

JIM LAMERSON
Our Assessment: Jim Lamerson thinks Prescott has a responsibility to provide water outside city limits.
He thinks water service agreements “can have some input” on the quality of development in these cases.



He wants to ensure those landowners are not put at a disadvantage. He says the city can negotiate how
the water gets used, and he promotes regional cooperation.

Report Card Rating: Candidate stance lacks sufficient detail or is weakened by a mixed track record.

GRANT QUEZADA
Our Assessment: Grant Quesada thinks CWAG and other like-minded organizations should be included in
discussions about water. He thinks we have some of the best water management in the state, but we
should stay vigilant. We found no evidence in published statements of clear stances or opinions on water
policy.

Report Card Rating: Candidate stance lacks sufficient detail or is weakened by a mixed track record.

JESSICA HALL
Our Assessment: Jessica Hall stated that council has “done a good job listening to experts on water
management,” however CWAG members have been ignored or shut down at council meetings. The City
also did not accept the findings of USGS hydrologists and instead hired another third-party assessor to
re-examine; so, the “best facts and figures” are therefore not being considered by the majority council.
She wants to do what is best. We found no evidence in published statements of a clear stance or opinion
on water policy.

Report Card Rating: Candidate stance lacks sufficient detail or is weakened by a mixed track record.

BRANDON MONTOYA
Our Assessment: Brandon Montoya is an active member of CWAG and wants to establish a regional
planning organization to set and achieve safe yield goals that include benchmarks. He thinks the recent
water policy change to authorize providing water outside city limits was short-sighted, does not
acknowledge the truths about our limited water supply, and will allow more development to occur. It
appears to him and community members he has spoken with that water conservation efforts are being
used as an excuse to allow more development.

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a specific stance that strongly aligns with Save the Dells positions and
priorities.

III. SUPPORTS SAVE THE DELLS’ POSITION

SAVE THE DELLS POSITION

Support of Save the Dells Positions and Goals

For three years after its inception Save the Dells tried to work with the city to secure a fair deal for the
citizens on the AED Annexation but made little progress. It was then that Save the Dells realized that to
really make a difference there needed to be a change on the council. Cathey Rusing, who was endorsed
by Save the Dells, was elected overwhelmingly by the people of Prescott. This sent a strong message to
the city leadership and developers and confirmed the strong diverse support of Save the Dells in the
community.

Save the Dells priorities include



1. AED annexation that preserves the core of the Dells and is fair to the citizens,
2. protection of our precious water supply and the flow of the Verde River,
3. election of individuals that support the positions and goals of Save the Dells, an
4. creation of a Granite Dells Regional Park and Preserve.

Three candidates strongly support the goals of Save the Dells and therefore have been endorsed by Save
the Dells: Phil Goode for mayor and Brandon Montoya and Eric Moore for city council.

The other two incumbents running (Mengarelli and Blair) have never come out in support of Save the
Dells and did not support the resolution presented to city council by Save the Dells. One new candidate
for city council, Grant Quesada, was the only citizen to speak against the resolution. The other two
candidates for city council Jessica Hall and Jim Lamerson have not come out publicly in support of the
position and goals of Save the Dells.

To endorse a candidate, we must verify, in words AND actions, support for our priorities listed above.

MAYORAL CANDIDATES

GREG MENGARELLI
Our Assessment: When Jon Paladini returned from an extended leave of absence, the mayor excluded
Save the Dells from negotiations on the AED proposal. That changed only recently. Mengarelli is taking
credit for saving the Dells, even though the deal is not finished.  Without the expertise and persistence of
Save the Dells, the originally proposed unacceptable project (based on early maps) may have been
approved by the city.

Report Card Rating: Candidate stance lacks sufficient detail or is weakened by a mixed track record.

PHIL GOODE
Our Assessment: Phil Goode supports the position, goals, and initiatives of Save the Dells – successful
annexation and monitoring of the AED property development, responsible water policy and protection of
the Verde River, emphasis on public input for city decisions, and a managed and reasonable growth rate.

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a specific stance that strongly aligns with Save the Dells positions and
priorities.

COUNCIL CANDIDATES

STEVE BLAIR
Our Assessment: Steve Blair has a track record of criticizing Save the Dells and perpetuating falsities. Our
reference for the information here is the KYCA radio show between minute 37 and 38 when he starts
talking about Save the Dells. (http://kyca.info/.../steve-blair-talks-about-development.../) In the program
Blair states, “that “80% of Prescott doesn’t have a clue about what’s going on in the Granite Dells,” and
that AED’s proposed development wouldn’t change the look of the Granite Dells. Blair also claimed that
if the decision about annexing AED’s land is left up to the city, that the citizens “know that the City
Council will do the right thing.” He also said, “Who are we to tell the developer how to develop his
land?” Steve Blair was not up for election the year he broadcast this, but we here at Save the Dells will
remember how he treated us and our supporters.

http://kyca.info/.../steve-blair-talks-about-development.../


Report Card Rating: Candidate has a strong, specific stance that DOES NOT align with our position and
priorities.

ERIC MOORE
Our Assessment: Eric Moore says that the most important annexation is the one saving the heart of the
Dells for generations to enjoy. He thinks the city lost opportunities to purchase certain critical open
space land. He endorses the need for the Granite dells Regional Park and Preserve.

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a specific stance that strongly aligns with Save the Dells positions and
priorities.

JIM LAMERSON
Our Assessment: Jim Lamerson has stated that he “honors the fact that the public owns Prescott’s
water,” saying that this should be used as a bargaining chip to protect the 500 acres in the Dells in
annexation negotiations with Arizona Eco Development (AED).”

Report Card Rating: Candidate stance lacks sufficient detail or is weakened by a mixed track record.

GRANT QUEZADA
Our Assessment: The only published reference by Grant Quesada relating to Save the Dells, the Granite
Dells Regional Park, or related issues is a statement he made in March 2019 at a council meeting where
the Save the Dells Resolution was ultimately rejected. “Grant Quezada told the council that while he
loves “the beauty and the greatness of the Dells,” he added, “I hold higher the beauty and greatness of
the Constitution.” We found no other evidence in published statements mentioning support for Save the
Dells, the Granite Dells Regional Park, or related issues.

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a strong, specific stance that DOES NOT align with our position and
priorities.

JESSICA HALL
Our Assessment: We have found nothing published about Jessica Hall addressing Save the Dells, the
Granite Dells Regional Park, or related issues.

Report Card Rating: Candidate stance lacks sufficient detail or is weakened by a mixed track record.

BRANDON MONTOYA
Our Assessment: Brandon Montoya thinks that the majority council should have listened to Save the
Dells (“a bi-partisan group of citizens who want to preserve the beauty of Prescott”) earlier because they
might otherwise have approved “unbridled development in the Dells with no thought to a regional park.”

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a specific stance that strongly aligns with Save the Dells positions and
priorities.



IV. GROWTH & SPRAWL

SAVE THE DELLS POSITION

Growth, planning, and quality of life are some of the hottest topics in this election cycle in
tandem with water conservation and management. We feel that city leadership should

1. acknowledge that most data support that the growth rate exceeds the 1% limit outlined
in Proposition 400,

2. consider opportunities for in-fill of underused areas within the existing city limits rather
than prioritizing large-scale, high-density new development,

3. understand the relationship between rapid growth and increased traffic and other
impacts on quality of life for citizens already living here,

4. commit to thoughtful, well-planned growth that works within the constraints of the stark
water reality underscored by data and water experts, and

5. work toward increased regional coordination and cooperation for water and
transportation planning

MAYORAL CANDIDATES

GREG MENGARELLI
Our Assessment: Greg Mengarelli thinks that as long as we have a slower rate of growth than the state
as a whole and our surrounding communities, that is defendable. His answer to traffic congestion is to
“have as many lanes as possible.”

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a strong, specific stance that DOES NOT align with our position and
priorities.

PHIL GOODE
Our Assessment: Phil Goode sees that growth has steadily increased beyond the 1% to 2% claimed by
some. He supports well-managed, modest growth that doesn’t overwhelm Prescott in terms of
infrastructure, including water, health services, transportation, and safety. He opposes mass grading.

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a specific stance that strongly aligns with Save the Dells positions and
priorities.

COUNCIL CANDIDATES

STEVE BLAIR
Our Assessment: Steve Blair thinks the Prescott growth rate is 2% to 2.5%. He says we are using less
water now with 20% more growth than in 2005. He refers to data from “our consultants,” who were
hired by the city to produce reports. He states that according to these consultants, “by the time Prescott
is at total build-out, we will still have over 2,000 acre-feet of water left.” He spoke on KYCA asking why
people would move here if they feared running out of water and that “[future generations were] on their
own” in finding a solution.

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a strong, specific stance that DOES NOT align with our position and
priorities.



ERIC MOORE
Our Assessment: Eric Moore thinks that good growth does not need to focus on rooftops. He opposes
mass grading as unsustainable and unhealthy. He thinks we need to get Prescott’s growth rate down to
1.5% to 2% and that existing residents should not be penalized with water restrictions because it is the
growth that is the problem. He sees traffic congestion as tied to the high growth rate.

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a specific stance that strongly aligns with Save the Dells positions and
priorities.

JIM LAMERSON
Our Assessment: He thinks that growth and change are “inevitable.” We found no evidence in published
statements of clear stances on growth and quality of life.

Report Card Rating: Candidate stance lacks sufficient detail or is weakened by a mixed track record.

GRANT QUEZADA
Our Assessment: Grant Quesada proposes having honest discussions and accepting that Prescott’s
population will max out at 82,000. He does not state a strategy for any management. We found no
evidence in published statements of clear stances on growth and quality of life.

Report Card Rating: Candidate stance lacks sufficient detail or is weakened by a mixed track record.

JESSICA HALL
Our Assessment: Jessica Hall plans to listen but does not define that or have a plan of her own. She
thinks the City of Prescott is limited in what can be expected of property owners and does not appear to
understand the restrictions as outlined in the General Plan or Land Development Code. We found no
evidence in published statements of clear stances on growth and quality of life.

Report Card Rating: Candidate stance lacks sufficient detail or is weakened by a mixed track record.

BRANDON MONTOYA
Our Assessment:
Brandon Montoya thinks that growth is compatible with a robust business community. He thinks that
due to majority council leadership, growth has been out of control. He will take a fiduciary approach to
managing growth. He sees mass grading as devastating to the natural beauty of our community. He has
looked at other municipalities and learned that Prescott’s annual growth rate of 4% is much higher than
other municipalities strive for and more than double that called for in Prescott’s General Plan.

Report Card Rating: Candidate has a specific stance that strongly aligns with Save the Dells positions and
priorities.



SOURCES

Public Candidate Forums

Link to CWAG Forum
Link to LWV Forum
Link to YCCA Forum

Campaign Websites

● Greg Mengarelli - https://votemayor.com/
● Phil Goode - https://philgoode4mayor.com/

● Eric Moore - https://ericmoore4citycouncil.com/
● Brandon Montoya - https://www.brandonmontoya.com/
● Jessica Hall - https://jessicahallaz.com/
● Grant Quezada - https://www.grantforprescott.com/
● Steve Blair - Not found.
● Jim Lamerson - Not found.

Media Coverage

● KYCA falsehoods about Save the Dells made by Steve Blair (37:00-38:00)
● Steve Blair garners national attention for racist comments about school mural
● Jim Lamerson writes against open space, calling it “not worth keeping” and “aesthetic

superficial luxury”

https://cwagaz.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=419:2021-06-26&catid=42&Itemid=66
https://yavapai.hosted.panopto.com/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=ce81553d-6cce-40c7-bd9d-ad48003526d8&fbclid=IwAR3Nzfy4VI9JsedmjytWV7o3WE8G4aSab86YnrkiqvtSKjrOIGHD-eukmSg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vW6VHPra94&ab_channel=SignalsAZ
https://votemayor.com/
https://philgoode4mayor.com/
https://ericmoore4citycouncil.com/
https://www.brandonmontoya.com/
https://jessicahallaz.com/
https://www.grantforprescott.com/
http://kyca.info/.../steve-blair-talks-about-development.../
https://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/prescott-city-councilman-steve-blair-loses-radio-host-job-bashing-minorities-school-mural-article-1.181897
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s4FT0AUXbK2B0OJkT4yWXnUbIGxlZDHr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s4FT0AUXbK2B0OJkT4yWXnUbIGxlZDHr/view?usp=sharing

